THE EXTRAORDINARY LIFE OF ANNE FRANK

WORKSHEET LEVEL 2

1a Look at the map and label the countries in the box.
Poland

Germany

Netherlands

North Sea

Amsterdam

1

Bergen-Belsen
camp

Frankfurt am Main
2

1

3
Auschwitz-Birkenau
camp

2

3

1b Which languages do people speak in these three countries?
1

2

3
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1c What do you know about these three countries in the Second World War?

2a Answer the questions.
1 In which German city did Anne Frank come into the world?
2 Where in the Netherlands did Anne and her family start a new life?
3 Which camp in Poland did the Nazis send Anne and her family to?
4 Who stayed there and died there?
5 In which camp in Germany did Anne and Margot die?
6 Where did the Allies invade before the end of the war?
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2b Match the dates with the events. Draw lines between them.

1933

a The Second World War starts on 1st September.

1939

b The Nazis invade the Netherlands.
c The Nazis come to the secret rooms.

1940

They send the eight people to different camps.

1942

d Margot and Anne become ill and die.

The Allies win the war in Europe on 8th May.

1944

e The Franks hide from the Nazis in the secret rooms.

1945

f Otto Frank makes Anne’s diary into a book.

1947

g Doubleday makes a book of Anne’s diary in English.

1952

h Anne Frank’s family leave Germany because people are cruel to Jews.

3a Put these words in the correct columns.
interesting
frightened

bad
difficult
kind
cruel
wonderful
funny
good
ill
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+

dangerous
brave

happy
intelligent

dirty
sad

-

3b Complete these sentences with some words from 3a. Sometimes more than one
answer is possible.
1 Life for Jewish people in the war was
and people were very
to them.
2 The Franks’ helpers were very

for Jewish people.
3 They helped the people in the secret rooms, but this was very
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or

.
5 They wanted to hear
6 Anne’s writing is
7 She wrote a

news for the Allies and
news for Hitler and the Nazis.
and
and

really liked it.
8 People in the camps had to live in
and died.

.
story, and her teacher

rooms and many of them became
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4 Imagine that you are Anne Frank. Write words for these pictures in your diary.

a

b

c

d

e

f
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5 Imagine that you have to hide in a secret room for a long time. Make a list of what
you are going to take with you. Think about these things:
• you have to be quiet
• you cannot take a lot of things with you
• you will not have a room of your own
• you want to feel happy and not worried
• you cannot use the internet because somebody will find you.
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6 Write a blog, record a podcast or film a vlog about staying at home for some time.
Say what you are doing, how you are feeling and what you want to do when you can
go out again.
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